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Abstract
The development processes of open source software are
different from traditional closed source development processes. Still, open source software is frequently of high
quality. This raises the question of how and why open
source software creates high quality and whether it can
maintain this quality for ever larger project sizes. In this
paper, we look at one particular quality indicator, the density of comments in open source software code. We find
that successful open source projects follow a consistent
practice of documenting their source code, and we find
that the comment density is independent of team and project
size.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
Software Science

D.2.8 [Metrics]:

General Terms: Measurement, Documentation, Languages

1. Introduction
Open source software has become an important part of
commercial software development and use. Its continued
growth emphasizes this importance [1]. Projects like the
Linux kernel and the Apache web server demonstrate that
open source software can be of high quality. Most interestingly, open source projects have reached a size and complexity that rivals the size of some of the largest commercial projects [2], yet they are being developed in a manner
quite different from traditional software engineering processes.
Our research goal is to understand the processes and
practices of open source software development and to assess whether they can be applied in a corporate environment. This has become particularly important because
most well-known processes find it hard to scale up to larger project sizes. Traditional life-cycle processes like the
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lem domain is well understood [15]. Agile software development methods can cope with changing requirements and
poorly understood problem domains, but typically require
co-location of developers and fail to scale to large project
sizes [16].
A host of successful open source projects in both well
and poorly understood problem domains and of small to
large sizes suggests that open source can cope both with
changing requirements and large project sizes. In this paper we focus on one particular code metric, the comment
density, and assess it across 5,229 active open source projects, representing about 30% of all active open source
projects. We show that commenting source code is an ongoing and integrated practice of open source software development that is consistently found across all these projects. This practice is independent of the chosen programming language, the age of project, the size of the project in
lines of code, and their team sizes.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
•
•
•

It assesses the metric of comment density for the first
time for open source projects on a broad scale;
It shows that commenting source code is a consistently exercised practice of open source software development;
It reviews a variety of dependencies between properties of open source projects and their comment density.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews our
data source and the taken approach. Section 3 gives an
aggregate overview of comment density in open source
projects, discusses how it varies by programming language, and shows how commenting source code is a consistently followed practice in open source. Section 4 reviews the dependencies of comment density on multiple
variables relevant to scaling up projects. Section 5 summarizes our conclusions and discusses threats to their validity.
Section 6 reviews related work and Section 7 ends the paper with some final conclusions and an outlook on future
work.

2. Data source, filters, and definitions
Our analyses use the database of the open source analytics
firm Ohloh, Inc. [9]. The data is accessible through an API

[10]. We work with a database snapshot of March 2008,
but have cut off all analysis data after December 31st,
2007. The database contains data from about 10,000 open
source projects, including project name, description, committer information, and the code contribution history of a
project.
In this paper we are interested in active well-working
open source projects, not dead projects. We define and
apply an active project filter to let a project pass only if it
is at least two years old and if the code activity of the last
year has been at least 60% of the activity of the previous
year. This active project filter reduces the original 10,000
projects to 5,229 projects. Using a comparable approach,
Daffara estimates that there were about 18,000 active open
source projects in the world by August 2007 [7], so our
sample size represents about 30% of the total population.
The code contribution history is a time series of commits (code contributions) to the source code repository. A
commit represents a set of changes to the source code performed as one chunk of work. When analyzing commits
we apply filters to improve data quality. For example, we
filter out file rename and move operations where no real
work has been done.
A commit consists of multiple diffs. A diff describes
the differences between two consecutive versions of the
same file as changed in the commit. It is split into three
parts: The number of lines of source code that have been
added to the file or removed from it, the number of comment lines that have been added or removed, and the number of empty lines that have been added or removed.
A source line of code, or SLoC, is a physical line in a
source file that contains source code.

A comment line, or CL, is a physical line in a source
file that represents a comment.
• A line of code, or LoC, is either a source line of code
or a comment line.
• An empty line is just that.
The Ohloh diff tool recognizes every comment character
and characters respectively that are defined and valid
within one particular programming language such as the
triple quotes in Ruby.Furthermore, it also accounts for
external mark up languages such as Plain Old Documentation (POD) which is widely used in Perl. Additionally, the
Ohloh diff tool recognizes comments that span multiple
lines [11]. It does not, however, recognize whether a code
line was changed; rather, it counts a changed line as an old
line removed and a new line added. While it is not possible
to determine a posteriori whether a line was changed or
removed and then added, heuristics exist to predict which
variant was the case. Most variants of the Unix tool diff,
for example, implement such a heuristic by solving the
Longest Common Subsequence problem. We have developed a statistic that determines the probabilities of whether
a line was changed or removed and added [12]. Our algorithms use this statistic to determine aggregate values like
commit sizes and comment densities.
The commit size of a commit is the number of lines of
code affected in a commit, whether added, removed, or
changed. When calculating commit sizes we apply the statistic explained above.
The comment density of a file or a group of files or
the whole source code base of a project is defined as the
number of comment lines divided by the number of lines
of code of the same code body [4].
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Figure 1: Comment density as a function of lines of code for a given project.
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Figure 2: Comment density of projects with different dominant programming languages.

3. Comment density in open source

3.1 Overview

This Section provides an overview of comment density in
open source projects, discusses how it varies by programming language, and investigates the practice of commenting source code. We find the commenting code is a common consistently exercised practice of open source projects.

As we have already shown in [18] and depicted in figure 1
the average comment density in our sample distribution is
about 19% so about one line of code in five lines is a
comment line varying widely per individual project with a
standard deviation of 10.88%. The amount of comments in
a given source code body can be interpreted as an indicator
of its quality and maintainability [4] [5].

3.2 Influence of programming languages
The comment density varies significantly by programming
language. Figure 2 shows the graphs, their models, and
mean, median, and standard deviation for five popular languages. Of the five languages, Java has the highest mean
of comment lines per source lines at 25.87% or one comment line for three source code lines. Perl has the lowest
mean with 10.44% or about one comment line for nine
source code lines.
It is interesting to discuss the differences between
programming languages. It appears to be less a difference
between any two particular programming languages, but
rather it seems to be a difference between categories of
languages.
One way of categorizing the five languages is by
whether they are statically or dynamically typed. This puts
C/C++ and Java in one category and Python, JavaScript,
and PERL in the other. All three dynamically typed languages have a lower average comment density than the
two statically typed languages.
Another way of categorizing the programming languages is by lineage. C/C++, Java, and JavaScript fall into
the dominant C-paradigm of programming languages,
while PERL and Python do not. This choice might be justified by the closeness of the average comment density between C/C++ (17.60%) and JavaScript (16.42%).
Example factors that might influence the amount of
comment lines in source code:

•
•

Expressiveness of language (and hence the need (or
lack thereof) for more documentation);
The use of IDEs and auto-generate comment features
of such IDEs.

Without a detailed analysis of each programming language and the dominant practices around it we cannot predict what percentage of comment lines are real content
lines and which are just empty stubs. Here, we drop further
investigation into the reasons of such variation and postpone it to future work.
3.3 The commenting practice in open source
Figure 3 shows the comment density as a function of the
amount of source lines of code in a given commit. This
Figure is rich in information.
First, for those commits with zero SLoC, the comment
density is naturally 100%. Not shown in the graph, the
average number of comment lines for zero-SLoC commits
is 47.55 comment lines with a standard deviation of 570.1.
Moreover, of the 6,622,901 commits in our database after
the filters, the zero-SLoC commits count is 164,054, representing 2.477% of all commits. In other words, about 2.5%
of the code contributions in our sample population of open
source projects, or about every 20th commit, exclusively
serve documentation purposes.
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Figure 3: Comment density as a function of source code lines in a given commit.
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Figure 4: Comment density as a function of team size of open source projects.
Next, for those commits with one SLoC, the comment
density is 62.50%. In other words, for every one-liner (of
source code) contributed, on average 1.667 comment lines
are contributed. Or more poignantly, when developers are
making minimal source code changes, they thoroughly
document them with comment lines. For commits with two
SLoC, the comment density falls to 48.90%, meaning that
for almost every source code line there is a comment line.
Finally, we can see that for increasing source code lines
in a commit, the comment density keeps falling, approaching
asymptotically the total average comment density of 18.67%
graphed by the dashed line. The high value at 39 SLoC is
caused by a single commit with 364,438 comment lines; the
sample size for the 39 SLoC commits bin is 16,534.
Thus, we conclude that successful open source projects
like those in our sample population follow a practice of ongoing and integrated documentation of their code base. This
activity is bipolar in that developers both perform documentation as a separate housekeeping activity as well as integrated with regular source code lines (SLoC) contributions.

4. Functional dependencies
This Section discusses the influence of several variables of
open source software projects on their comment density
relevant to scaling up projects. Specifically, this Section
looks at the relationship between comment density and project size, team size, and age of project.
4.1 Project size and comment density
Figure 1 already displays the comment density as a function
of project size. The comment density remains constant at

18.67% for most project sizes but those of the largest projects. Also, the correlation between project size and comment density is -0.0079, suggesting they are independent of
each other.
For large projects, the comment density appears to be
decreasing. However, the data for large projects (> 10 million SLoC) is getting sparse. We only have 18 such projects
in our dataset, out of 5,229, representing 0.3% of the total
population. Thus, variation in comment density for these few
select projects may unduly distort the model. Also, some of
the large projects have unusual properties. For example, the
Debian distribution of Linux is mostly generated code, repeating the same patterns over and over.
Thus, for all practical purposes, we conclude that the
comment density is independent of project size and that its
average remains a constant over a wide range of project
sizes.
4.2 Team size and comment density
Figure 4 shows the comment density as a function of team
size. We define team size as the number of committers to a
given project. The committers are those people who have
write access to the code repository and have made a contribution at least once.
The average comment density for team sizes 1-20 is
19.14%, for team sizes 1-50 is 19.22% and for team sizes 1100 is 18.56% with standard deviations between 2.6% and
6.4%. Of all projects, projects with team sizes 1-10 represent
80.99% and projects with team sizes 1-20 represent 89.96%.
Projects with team sizes 101 and higher represent 1.32%.
Thus, the bulk of projects are in the 1-20 people team range

and the comment density of these projects dominates the
average comment density.
However, despite the dominance of the smaller teams,
we find little variation around the average comment density
of 18.67%. The mean for projects of team sizes 20-100 is
18.40%, the median is 18.55% and the standard deviation is
7.16%. While the variance for the comment density of projects run by larger teams is going up due to the increasing
sparseness of data points, the average comment density is
roughly staying the same. In addition, the correlation between team size and comment density is -0.0550, suggesting
independence of the two variables.
We conclude that in open source software the comment
density is by and large independent of team size. This suggests that successful open source projects are capable of
maintaining a commenting discipline as their teams grow
larger.

5. Discussion of findings
We summarize our finding and discuss potential threats to
their validity. We then discuss future work.
5.1 Conclusions
We have found and demonstrated that commenting source
code is a consistently followed practice of successful open
source projects. It has led to an average comment density of
about 19%. This density is maintained by dedicated commenting activities (about 2.5% of all code contributions) as
well as a regular part of on-going software development. We
have also found that the average comment density varies by
programming language but remains constant on several other
dimensions.
In particular, we have found that the average comment
density is independent of team size and project size, suggesting that as teams and projects get larger, successful open
source projects maintain their commenting discipline.
5.2 Threats to validity
Our sample population represents about 30% of the total
population of active open source projects. Our database was
initially seeded with popular projects by Ohloh, Inc. After
this, it was opened up for community editing. There is no
apparent bias in the selection of projects; however, Ohloh’s
crawler can only cope with the configuration management
systems CVS, Subversion, and Git. These are the most popular configuration management systems, so we feel that this
does not unduly bias the overall sample.
We only count physical lines and do not analyze their
contents. Thus, in terms of actual comment contents our
numbers may be misleading, in particular if a large number
of comments in open source software was auto-generated or
if the comments refer to the license that is used within the
project for example. We do not feel that this is a major issue
right now, however, with features like comment stub genera-

tion in modern Java IDEs this issue may become more important in the future.
In all analyses that rely on counting the exact number of
lines affected in a commit, there is a risk of miscounting
these lines because it is not possible, a posteriori, to determine whether a line was changed or whether it was removed
and then added. Given our statistic over these changes and
the large sample size of commits in our population, we believe that this problem is not a serious issue [12].
5.3 Future work
Future work might include a more thorough analysis of the
semantic content of comment lines to see whether the differences in comment densities between programming languages reflect real content or were created by autogeneration features of IDEs.
We intend to compare the comment density of open
source projects with those of closed source projects found at
SAP. We are currently preparing such a comparison. Our
hope is that such comparison and the resulting insight can
help us better define corporate code metrics that in turn aid
in the management of software development projects.
We have yet to correlate comment density with project
success. We started out with successful projects ignoring
unsuccessful projects. It would be interesting to look at the
comment density of failed projects and analyze to what extent commenting behavior of software developers can be a
predictor of project success of failure.

6. Related work
We did not find many studies of comment densities in open
source or software development at all. We found no study
that assesses comment density on the level of scale as presented in this paper.
Prechelt reports about a controlled experiment performed from 1997-1999 [4] [13]. 91 teams implemented the
same set of requirements using different programming languages, including C, C++, Java, Perl and Python. The goal
was the comparison of scripting languages with nonscripting languages. In contrast to our results in Section 3,
Prechelt found that the scripting language solutions were
significantly better documented (had a higher comment density) than the non-scripting language solutions. Values for
the comment densities were in the 20-30% range. Our main
explanation for the differences is that the study is just too
different from ours. Prechelt’s subjects were students, and
the programs were throw-away exercises. The study is over
10 years old and has a much smaller sample size. May be
most importantly, the implementers of the C, C++, and Java
versions were paid, while the implementers of the Perl and
Python solutions volunteered.
In his 2001 M.S. Thesis, Sundbakken assess the comment density of maintenance phase code contributions to
components of four open source projects [5]. Sundbakken
observes in his data that consistent commenting correlates

highly with maintainability of the components. The measured comment density, however, is much lower than what
we have found: It ranges from 0.09% for poorly maintainable components to 1.22% for highly maintainable components. We mostly attribute this discrepancy to the small
sample size of his study.
In a study on the comment density of a closed-source
compiler project in its maintenance phase, Siy and Votta find
a consistent comment density around 50% [6].
In another study of 100 Java open source classes, Elish
and Offutt find an average comment density of 15.2% with a
standard deviation of 12.2% [8]. Again, while closer to our
numbers, the small size makes it hard to compare this study
with our work.
Spinellis assesses the comment density for four operating system kernels, namely FreeBSD, Open Solaris, Linux,
and the Windows Research Kernel [2]. His data is not comparable with our data nor the data of any of the other studies,
as he uses a semantic (statement) based definition of comment density and not a line-based one. The comment density
of the four kernels varies widely.
Fluri et al. assess three open source projects (Azureus,
ArgoUML and JDT Core) and describe how code and comments co evolve [17]. Specifically, they observe whether the
comment density remains stable over time and whether developers maintain a strong commenting discipline over a
project’s lifetime. They also find that open source developers consistently comment their code base as 97% of all
common changes between source code and comments are in
the same revision. Regarding the comment ratio over a project’s lifetime they find that it does not stay at a consistent
value. In one case they observe a significant upwards trend
while they find a significant downwards trends in the two
remaining projects. However, the small sample size of three
projects makes it hard to compare this study with our work.
We did not find any work that discusses how the comment density of open source projects correlates to other relevant variables of the involved projects.

7. Conclusions
This paper shows that successful open source projects are
consistently well documented with an average comment
density of 18.67%. We have found that this comment density varies by programming language but remains invariant
with respect to team size and project size (as measured in
source code lines). Maybe most importantly, we have found
that commenting source code is an integrated activity in the
development of open source software and not a separate
activity or an afterthought. These results shed further light
on how open source software is being developed. In future
work we will relate it to closed source software development
to improve corporate software development processes.
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